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The Governance of Energy in China Nov 12 2020 The way in which energy is governed in China is driving its rising level
of carbon dioxide emissions. This book analyses the nature of energy governance in China by combining ideas relating to
transition management with institutionalist theories, which helps to identify factors which assist or constrain the
country's path to a low-carbon economy.
Collaborative Colonial Power Mar 05 2020 Law Wing Sang provides an alternative lens for looking into Hong Kong's
history by breaking away for the usual colonial and nationalist interpretations. Drawing on both English and Chinese
sources, he argues that, from the early colonial era, colonial power has been extensively shared between colonizers and
the Chinese who chose to work with them. This exploration of the form of colonial power includes critical discussions of
various cultural and institutional aspects, looking into such issues as education, language use, political ideologies
and other cultural and political concerns. These considerations permit the author to shed new light from a historical
perspective on the complex and hotly debated question of Hong Kong identity. But it is not written just out of an
interest in things of the past. Rather, the arguments of this book shed new light on some current issues of major
relevance to post-colonial Hong Kong. In making critical use of post-colonial approaches, this book not only makes an
original and important contribution to Hong Kong studies, but also makes evident that Hong Kong is an important case for
all interested in examining the colonial experience in East Asia. This book is of interest to all with an interest in
Hong Kong's history and current issues, but also more widely to those who study the phenomenon of colonialism in the
Asian region.
Foundations and Limits of State Power in China Nov 05 2022
Knowledge, Desire and Power in Global Politics Jul 01 2022 'Pan has produced a book which not only challenges some
basic assumptions about the nature of China's "rise", but more importantly forces us to rethink the very basic starting
points of how we know what we know about China.' - Shaun Breslin, University of Warwick, UK
China Rising Apr 29 2022 Despite its increasingly secure place in the world, the People's Republic of China remains
dissatisfied with its global status. Its growing material power has simultaneously led to both greater influence and
unsettling questions about its international intentions. China also has found itself in a constant struggle to balance
its aspirations abroad with a daunting domestic agenda. This authoritative book provides a unique exploration of the
complex and dynamic motivations behind Beijing's foreign policy. The authors focus on China's choices and calculations
on issues such as the ruling Communist party-regime's interests, international status and image, nationalism, Taiwan,
human rights, globalization, U.S. hegemony, international institutions, and the war on terrorism. Taken together, the
chapters offer a comprehensive diagnosis of the emerging paradigms in Chinese foreign policy, illuminating especially
China's struggle to engineer and manage its rise in light of the opportunities and perils inherent in the post-cold war
and post-9/11 world.
Japan and Greater China Jul 09 2020 This work is a comprehensive analysis of the political and strategic relationship
between Japan and China, each of which in important respects aspires to a global status commensurate with its economic
and military might. These two great powers have to come to terms with a history of antagonism, each viewing the other as
circumspectly as their small regional neighbors view them. Japan and Greater China reviews the domestic and
international foundations of the foreign policies of the two countries, notably the politics of national identity. The
strategic and economic underpinnings of the relationship are assessed not exclusively by reference to bilateral concerns
but within the global and regional position and interests of the two powers.
China Steps Out Dec 26 2021 "What are Beijing's objectives towards the developing world and how they have evolved and
been pursued over time? Featuring contributions by recognized experts, China Steps Out analyses and explains China's
strategies in Africa, the Middle East, Central Asia, Latin America, South Asia, and Southeast Asia, and evaluates their
effectiveness. This book explains how other countries perceive and respond to China's growing engagement and influence.
Each chapter is informed by the functionally organized academic literature and addresses a uniform set of questions
about Beijing's strategy. Using a regional approach, the authors are able to make comparisons among regions based on
their economic, political, military, and social characteristics, and consider the unique features of Chinese engagement
in each region and the developing world as a whole. China Steps Out will be of great interest to students and scholars
of Chinese foreign policy, comparative political economy, and international relations"-New China; Money, Sex and Power Aug 22 2021 Explores the economic face of China and what its emerging capitalism means
for the country's citizens. The story of four people's daily lives draw the reader into a society where everything is
changing and where the desire for political freedom is superseded only by the desire to get rich quick.
Waste-to-Energy Oct 12 2020 China's rapidly emerging economy faces energy shortages and environmental challenges.
Cities besieged by waste and brownouts are turning to the modern Waste-to-Energy (WTE) industry for help. The WTE
process uses the endless supply of waste to create energy in the form of electric power, heat, liquid fuel and gas,
while providing a solution to the dilemma of energy security, pollution and climate change. This book sets forth the
standards used by law makers for recognition of WTE as a renewable energy source and the various economic incentives
provided. It also explores the diverse interests of governments, WTE enterprises, investors and the public. It analyzes
the philosophical and practical approaches of current legislation, as well as technological plausibility and operational

feasibility. While the focus is on China's burgeoning electricity market, the German and US markets are presented as
comparative benchmarks in an effort to establish universal conclusions and recommendations. This work will prove
especially useful to entrepreneurs entering into the explosive Chinese WTE market and as a guide for professionals
investing in the Chinese renewable energy sector.
China Agenda Setting in South Asia: Skills of Smart Power Feb 02 2020 Academic Paper from the year 2018 in the subject
Politics - International Politics - Topic: Miscellaneous, Tribhuvan University (Department of Conflict, Peace and
Development Studies), language: English, abstract: In setting of today’s international system, the Chinese foreign
policy in South Asia is increasingly influenced due to the determinants of geopolitical and political economy outlooks.
This paper attempts to explore Chinese agenda setting in South Asia in terms of soft and hard power policies. China has
been expanded its geopolitical and economic interest in South Asia by means of investment, aid, military assistance,
economic cooperation and trade ties. By using as an instrument of “smart power” (adroit behavior of using soft and hard
power collectively) has become a vehicle to promote the Chinese national interests in South Asia. Based on the analysis
of various determinants concerning soft and hard power, this paper contextualized that China is competently functioning
its skills of smart power in realm of South Asia.
China, Trade and Power Nov 24 2021 From a Western point of view, the policy of economic engagement with China has
failed. A rapid rise in living standards in China has helped legitimize and strengthen the Chinese Communist Party's
power. How did Western, market-orientated, property-owning, liberal democracies go from being in a position of complete
global hegemony in the early 1990s to the current crisis of confidence and loss of moral foundation? This book tells the
story of the most successful trading nation of the early twenty-first century. It looks at how the Communist Party of
China has retained and cemented its monopoly on political power since China's accession to the World Trade Organization
in December 2001. It is the most extraordinary economic success story of our time and it has reshaped the geopolitics
not just of Asia but of the world. As China has come to dominate global manufacturing, its economic power has been
translated into political power, and the West now has a global rival that is politically antithetical to liberal values.
The supply-side deflation from allowing 750 million low-cost workers into the global trading system combined with the
policy of inflation targeting by Western central banks has led to falling real incomes for many in the West and rising
asset prices that have benefited the few. Worse still, China's mercantilist model is now held up as a viable economic
alternative. To have a fighting chance of protecting the freedoms of liberal democracies, it is of the utmost importance
that we understand how the policy of indulgent engagement with China has affected Western society in recent years. Only
then can the global trading system be reoriented for the mutual benefit of all nations.
Superpower China - Understanding the Chinese World Power from Asia Jan 15 2021
China's Power Projection Mar 29 2022 China'S Attempts To Comprehensively Overhaul And Modernise Its Armed Forces, And
Its Emphasis On Access To Modern Technology Indicate The Chinese Leadership Determination To Build An All-Round Military
Capability To Fight Well Beyond Its Immediate Periphery. Coercion, And If That Fails, Resorting To Use Of Military Force
Have Been The Logical And Natural Steps In China'S Strategy. This Marked Propensity To Use Force Makes One Take Note Of
China'S Fast Burgeoning Military Capabilities. The Rapid Modernisation Process Of China'S Military Would Permit It To
Extend Its Influence And Power Well Beyond Its Immediate Proximity. This Development Has Serious Implications For
India'S Security. But To Exaggerate The Chinese Threat Is Counter-Productive, Lest It Becomes A Self-Fulfilling
Prophecy. While The Prc Would Like The World To Respect It Even If Out Of Fear Or Awe, It Is Axiomatic That India Guard
Itself Against An Overestimation Of The Threat While Assessing Its Potential. The Book Attempts To Search For Ways To
Improve An Understanding Of China'S Rapidly Rising Power Status In International Politics And Its Possible Implications
For India'S Security. (Published In Collaboration With United Services Institution Of India).
China Feb 25 2022 China is the rising power of the early 21st century. In recent years, its economy has turned into a
driving locomotive for the entire Asian continent. Undoubtedly, the country has become an important factor in global
politics and economics with a tremendous impact on the political, social and economic development of all other states on
our planet. Today's emerging new world order is unimaginable without China playing a crucial role in it. The general aim
of this book is to study in detail this transformation process and the respective changes in China's relationship with
other major political and economic powers. The articles compiled in the book were written by researchers from thinktanks, diplomatic institutions and academia. This publication easily guides interested readers through the general
landscape of Chinese external relations.
Assessing the Balance of Power in Central-local Relations in China Aug 02 2022 How do we understand the evolution of
central-local relations in China during the reform period? This book addresses this question by focusing on eight
separate issues in which the central-local relationship has been especially salient ¿ government finance, investment
control, regional development, administrative zoning, implementation, culture, social welfare and international
relations. Each chapter introduces a sector and the way the center and various local governments have shared or divided
power over the different periods of China¿s reform era. The balance of power is gauged dynamically over time to measure
the extent to which one level of government dominates, influences or shares power in making decisions in each of these
particular domains, as well as what is likely to occur in the foreseeable future. The authors assess the winners and
losers of these changes among key actors in China¿s society. The result provides a dynamic view of China¿s changing
power relations.
China’s growing global power. The ways in which China shapes international order and global politics on earth and
recently in space Dec 14 2020 Project Report from the year 2021 in the subject Politics - International Politics Topic: International relations, grade: 1,0, , language: English, abstract: This paper aims to elaborate on the extent to
which China shapes international order and global politics and whether China’s space policy represents another
operational tool to expand global power. In recent years, there have been increasing media reports that China is seeking
to establish (more) global power by expanding its activities at high-technological level. This is evidenced particularly
by the Republic’s growing space operations.
China's Power and Asian Security May 31 2022 One of the most significant factors for contemporary international
relations is the growth of China¿s economic, military, and political power. Indeed, few analysts would dispute the
observation that China¿s power has strongly influenced the structure of the international system, major-power strategic
relations, international security, the patterns of trans-border economic activities, and most importantly, the political
and security dynamics in Asia in the twenty-first century. This book maps the growth of China¿s political, economic, and
military capabilities and its impact on the security order in Asia over the coming decades. While updating the emerging
power dimensions and prevailing discourse, it provides a nuanced analysis of whether the growth of Chinese power is
resulting in Beijing becoming more assertive, or even aggressive, in its behavior and pursuit of national interests. It
also examines how the key Asian countries perceive and react to the growth of China¿s power and how US rebalancing would
play out in the context of Beijing¿s political, economic, and military power. China¿s Power and Asian Security will be
of huge interest to student and scholars of Asian politics, Chinese politics, security studies and international
security and international relations more generally.
Wealth and Power Sep 03 2022 ASIAN HISTORY. By now everyone knows the basic facts of China's rise to pre-eminence over

the past three decades. But how did this erstwhile sleeping giant finally manage to arrive at its current phase of
dynamic growth? How did a century-long succession of failures to change somehow culminate in the extraordinary dynamism
of China today? By examining the lives of eleven influential officials, writers, activists and leaders whose
contributions helped create modern China, Wealth and Power addresses these questions. This fascinating survey moves from
the lead-up to the first Opium War through to contemporary opposition to single-party rule. Along the way, we meet
titans of Chinese history, intellectuals and political figures. By unwrapping the intellectual antecedents of today's
resurgent China, Orville Schell and John Delury supply much-needed insight into the country's tortured progression from
nineteenth-century decline to twenty-first-century boom.
Modern China May 07 2020 This work is an up-to-date account of modern China, a country which even today remains one of
the most enigmatic in the world. This volume provides over 300 A-Z dictionary-style entries on all aspects of 20thcentury Chinese history and contemporary life. Events covered include: the last days of Imperial China, the aftermath of
the Mao era, events in Tiananmen Square in 1989 and subsequent economic and political reforms.
Manchus and Han Apr 17 2021 A pathbreaking study that will forever change the way historians of China view the events
leading to the fall of the Qing dynasty. Rhoads analyzes the unique evolution of the Manchus from a hereditary military
caste to a distinct ethnic group and their shifting relationship with the Han, from border people to rulers to ruled.
The China Order Feb 13 2021 Examines the rising power of China and Chinese foreign policy through a revisionist
analysis of Chinese civilization. What does the rise of China represent, and how should the international community
respond? With a holistic rereading of Chinese longue durée history, Fei-Ling Wang provides a simple but powerful
framework for understanding the nature of persistent and rising Chinese power and its implications for the current
global order. He argues that the Chinese ideation and tradition of political governance and world order—the China
Order—is based on an imperial state of Confucian-Legalism as historically exemplified by the Qin-Han polity. Claiming a
Mandate of Heaven to unify and govern the whole known world or tianxia (all under heaven), the China Order dominated
Eastern Eurasia as a world empire for more than two millennia, until the late nineteenth century. Since 1949, the
People’s Republic of China has been a reincarnated Qin-Han polity without the traditional China Order, finding itself
stuck in the endless struggle against the current world order and the ever-changing Chinese society for its regime
survival and security. Wang also offers new discoveries and assessments about the true golden eras of Chinese
civilization, explains the great East-West divergence between China and Europe, and analyzes the China Dream that drives
much of current Chinese foreign policy. Fei-Ling Wang is Professor of International Affairs at the Georgia Institute of
Technology. His books include Organizing through Division and Exclusion: China’s Hukou System and China Rising: Power
and Motivation in Chinese Foreign Policy (coedited with Yong Deng).
Sexuality in China Jan 03 2020 What was sex like in China, from imperial times through the post-Mao era? The answer
depends, of course, on who was having sex, where they were located in time and place, and what kind of familial, social,
and political structures they participated in. This collection offers a variety of perspectives by addressing diverse
topics such as polygamy, pornography, free love, eugenics, sexology, crimes of passion, homosexuality, intersexuality,
transsexuality, masculine anxiety, sex work, and HIV/AIDS. Following a loose chronological sequence, the chapters
examine revealing historical moments in which human desire and power dynamics came into play. Collectively, the
contributors undertake a necessary historiographic intervention by reconsidering Western categorizations and exploring
Chinese understandings of sexuality and erotic orientation.
China's Eurasian Dilemmas Aug 29 2019 Providing a timely analysis of China's engagement with Eurasia, R. James Ferguson
focuses on the challenges obstructing China's path to becoming a sustainable global power. Engagement across Eurasia
presents China, its leaders and policymakers with intensified contact with regional and national conflicts, posing
environmental, developmental and strategic dilemmas. Including an up-to-date analysis of wider Central Asian and
transnational interactions between China and the EU, Eastern Europe and Russia, Ferguson critically evaluates the
present and prospective implications of Chinese initiatives in the region. Particular emphasis is paid to China's
decision to create the Belt and Road Initiative and establish the Shanghai Cooperation Organization. Divergent
perspectives on multilateral international systems across Eurasia are also discussed, focusing on the contrast between
Chinese and Russian approaches. Ferguson also explores the complexity of China-Russia relations with the ongoing
formation of Vladimir Putin and Xi Jinping's legacies, linking their Eurasian and global agendas. Academics researching
Eurasian politics and international relations - specifically Sino-Russian relations - will find this book an excellent
addition to the literature, advancing their understanding of China's role in global politics.
Technical Assistance to the People's Republic of China for Capacity Strengthening of Power Planning Process Dec 02 2019
Dancing on Bones Mar 17 2021 Dancing on Bones is the story of how the leaders of China, Russia, and North Korea
manipulate the past to serve the present and secure the future of authoritarian rule.History didn't end. Democracy
didn't triumph. America's leading role in the world is no longer assured. Instead, authoritarian rule is on the rise,
and the global order established after 1945 is under attack. This is the phenomenon Katie Stallard tackles in Dancing on
Bones, probing the version ofhistory that leaders in China, Russia, and North Korea teach their citizens.These three
states consistently top the list of threats to the global order and US national security. All are governed by autocratic
regimes. All have nuclear weapons and believe that the era of American hegemony is fading. All three share a sense of
historical grievance, rooted in the wars of thelast century - specifically World War II and the Korean War - that their
leaders exploit to shore up popular support at home and fuel increasingly aggressive foreign policy. Decades after the
real guns fell silent, these wars rage on in China, Russia, and North Korea, reimagined in popular media,public
memorials, and patriotic education campaigns. This is not history as it was, but as the current rulers need it to be.
Since coming to power in China, Xi Jinping has almost doubled the length of the war with Japan, Vladimir Putin has
brought back bombastic military parades through Red Square,and Kim Jong Un has invested vast sums in rebuilding war
museums in his impoverished state, while historians who try to challenge the official line are silenced and jailed. But
this didn't start with the current leaders and it won't end with them.Drawing on first-hand, on-the-ground reporting,
Dancing on Bones is the story of how the leaders of China, Russia, and North Korea manipulate the past to serve the
present and secure the future of authoritarian rule. If we want to understand where these three nuclear powers are
heading, we mustunderstand the stories they are telling their citizens about the past.
Insidious Power Sep 22 2021 China is carrying out a sophisticated, broad-ranging campaign to weaken global democracy.
This book examines how this is happening, with detailed examples.
The Changing Face of Employee Decision-making Power in China May 19 2021
China's Global Role Jul 29 2019
Ancient Chinese Thought, Modern Chinese Power Oct 24 2021 The rise of China could be the most important political
development of the twenty-first century. What will China look like in the future? What should it look like? And what
will China's rise mean for the rest of world? This book, written by China's most influential foreign policy thinker,
sets out a vision for the coming decades from China's point of view. In the West, Yan Xuetong is often regarded as a
hawkish policy advisor and enemy of liberal internationalists. But a very different picture emerges from this book, as
Yan examines the lessons of ancient Chinese political thought for the future of China and the development of a "Beijing

consensus" in international relations. Yan, it becomes clear, is neither a communist who believes that economic might is
the key to national power, nor a neoconservative who believes that China should rely on military might to get its way.
Rather, Yan argues, political leadership is the key to national power, and morality is an essential part of political
leadership. Economic and military might are important components of national power, but they are secondary to political
leaders who act in accordance with moral norms, and the same holds true in determining the hierarchy of the global
order. Providing new insights into the thinking of one of China's leading foreign policy figures, this book will be
essential reading for anyone interested in China's rise or in international relations. In a new preface, Yan reflects on
his arguments in light of recent developments in Chinese foreign policy, including the selection of a new leader in
2012.
When Trees Fall, Monkeys Scatter: Rethinking Democracy In China Aug 10 2020 Predictions of the coming collapse of
Chinese politics are today commonplace, however this thought-provoking book explores a radically different alternative.
China, it argues, is a one-party-dominated political system whose surprising levels of public support and resilience in
the face of serious economic, environmental and social problems suggest that it is more durable than most outside
observers suppose. China is not an ailing 'autocracy', a case of 'crony capitalism' or a blindly repressive
'authoritarian regime'. The rulers of China are in fact experimenting with a wide range of locally-made democratic tools
designed to win the trust and loyalty of their subjects. Examples probed in this book include the injection of
accountability mechanisms into state bureaucracy, the toleration of independent public opinion leaders, the growing
reliance of Party officials and corporate executives on public opinion polls and 'democratic style', and the calculated
use by Party officials of digitally networked media as early warning devices. Written for students and teachers,
researchers and general readers fascinated by the rising global power of China, When Trees Fall, Monkeys Scatter shows
why locally-made democratic practices often favour one-party rule and why China is becoming a globally significant
political laboratory: a 21st century testing ground for a new type of top-down popular government at odds with powersharing democracy as it was known during the past generation.
China's Power Sector Oct 04 2022 Prepared by the East Asian Institute, NUS, which promotes research on East Asian
developments particularly the political, economic and social development of contemporary China (including Hong Kong and
Taiwan), this series of research reports is intended for policy makers and readers who want to keep abreast of the
latest developments in China.
Law, Wealth and Power in China Sep 30 2019 "Simultaneously published in the USA and Canada."
China's Military Power Apr 05 2020 This is an explosive and topical book about the one threat that is exercising the
minds of security planners the world over - the looming threat from a rising and increasingly assertive China. China is
emerging as a global superpower and a regional hegemon. Its economy that grew at a scorching, double-digit pace for two
decades is now slowing down. What does the current phase of Chinese aggression against all its neighbours signify? Will
China engage in conflict? if so when and where could that conflict occur? This book is a structured net assessment of
China's military power by a reputed and well-known Indian military analyst. The growth of Chinese military power has
been examined with emphasis on how it primarily affects India. The book analyses how India must respond. It has an
exhaustively researched section on how the Chinese PLA has performed in actual combat since 1949, and a detailed
analysis of the evolution of China's military doctrines and strategic culture. With this as a backdrop, there is a
detailed chapter each on the structure and modernisation of the PLA, the PLAN and PLAAF. The most dangerous for India is
the exponential growth in the Chinese Airpower (PLAAF). China has already changed Asia's balance of power. The Gulf War
in 1990 had shown to China how backward it was in terms of military technology and weaponry. A radical transformation in
Chinese military thought and practice led to a transformation towards introduction and absorption of latest technology.
This has been accompanied by a ruthless reduction in manpower. The dynamic unleashed by the Chinese has prompted the
biggest military buildup in Asia since World War II. China's nuclear force structure and employment doctrines as well as
its military industrial complex are examined and the strength and Chinese weaknesses underlined. The crux of this book
lies in the concluding chapters on Alternative Economic and Military Futures for China. Whether China will engage in
conflict is not so much a question of "if" but "when." It will largely be dictated by the performance of the Chinese
economy. China will initiate a conflict when it feels its Comprehensive National Power (CNP) has become sufficiently
strong in relative terms. This could well happen by the middle of the next decade, i.e. 2025. This book is a must read
for military professionals and laymen alike.
Why Is the China Model Losing Its Power? - Challenges and Opportunities of the Second Global Competition Sep 10 2020
History has proved that communism failed at many levels during the first global competition between the capitalist and
socialist camps during the Cold War. As a result, the socialist camp was dissolved. China is one of the few communist
countries to survive in the twenty-first century. The Chinese economy was on the verge of collapse in the 1970s but
began to take off in the early 1980s, guided by the China model. China became the world's second largest economy in 2010
and has quickly expanded its enormous global market and political influence. The second global competition between the
capitalist countries and China has started. The second global competition is in fact between the China model and the
Washington Consensus. Will Western hegemonies end as the result of the second global competition? Will China be able to
rewrite the international rules? Will the Chinese communist political system collapse during the competition? What
should the West do to the China model? This book will explore the implications of the China model in the context of the
second global competition and argues that the downturn of the China model and China's global expansion are the two sides
of the same coin. The China model is losing its power but not broken. China would be able to become even stronger, if it
could reshape the philosophical foundation of the China model. The future of Western hegemony will depend on how the
West understands the China model and deals with it. This book addresses these aspects and more.
Power and Sustainability of the Chinese State Oct 31 2019 Since the start of the 21st century China has risen to the
status of an important world power. This book examines Chinese power, focusing in particular, although not exclusively,
on its economic capabilities, and considering how this is likely to develop in the future. It provides a detailed
assessment of the key facets of Chinese power today, including GDP, growth, multinationals, and technological and
scientific innovation. It identifies the key trends in these areas, compares China’s experience with other important
global powers such as the US, and considers how this is viewed by the Chinese themselves, including through the lens of
their popular culture and mass media. It goes on to identify the foremost problems facing China and the Chinese state
today, including fiscal management and public finance, poverty, inequality and rural development, and considers whether
China is capable of overcoming these challenges and continuing its remarkable economic development. It addresses crucial
questions such as the impact of globalization on Chinese power, and whether Communist Party rule is sustainable for the
foreseeable future.
Rivers of Iron Jul 21 2021 "Rivers of Iron tells the story of China's unfolding role in realizing the region-wide dream
of building an intercountry railway system connecting Southwest China and its seven Southeast Asian neighbors. This
system is gradually taking shape with construction of Chinese-backed projects underway in several Southeast Asian
countries. Progress is being made. Nonetheless, while the PRC is strong, it is not a goliath bestriding the world, even
in this region where China looms over its small and medium-sized neighbors. This book illuminates the strengths and

weaknesses of China's demonstration of power during President Xi Jinping's self-styled "New Era" as well as the capacity
of its smaller neighbors to resist, shape, and at times even take advantage of China's actions. Utilizing frameworks
from the fields of international relations and comparative politics, this book seeks to explain how domestic politics in
all eight of the involved nations affects their external behavior. Finally, Rivers of Iron addresses a fundamental
development issue in what is emerging globally as a new age of infrastructure--How should we understand the role of
infrastructure in development, and how do policy makers and analysts balance the long-term value and prospective gains
of investments with the sometimes huge short- and medium-term costs?"-China Road Jun 27 2019 Traveling along the three-thousand-mile stretch of China's Route 312, the Beijing bureau chief
for NPR offers a close-up look at the economic and social transformation that is turning China upside down, exploring
the country's future, the changes that are taking place, and their implications for both China and the world. 50,000
first printing.
Idealism and the Abuse of Power Jun 19 2021 This book analyzes the abuse of idealism with particular reference to
China's Cultural Revolution. The work examines abuse at two levels: the state leaders' metaphysical vision as the
interpretation of idealism at the top with state power; and the psychological state of the masses at the bottom of
society. It will be of key interest to a range of legal scholars and Asian specialists.
Body, Subject, and Power in China Jun 07 2020 For the first time, this volume brings to the study of China the
theoretical concerns and methods of contemporary critical cultural studies. Written by historians, art historians,
anthropologists, and literary critics who came of age after the People's Republic resumed scholarly ties with the United
States, these essays yield valuable new insights not only for China studies but also, by extension, for non-Asian
cultural criticism. Contributors investigate problems of bodiliness, engendered subjectivities, and discourses of power
through a variety of sources that include written texts, paintings, buildings, interviews, and observations. Taken
together, the essays show that bodies in China have been classified, represented, discussed, ritualized, gendered, and
eroticized in ways as rich and multiple as those described in critical histories of the West. Silk robes, rocks, winds,
gestures of bowing, yin yang hierarchies, and cross-dressing have helped create experiences of the body specific to
Chinese historical life. By pointing to multiple examples of reimagining subjectivity and renegotiating power, the
essays encourage scholars to avoid making broad generalizations about China and to rethink traditional notions of power,
subject, and bodiliness in light of actual Chinese practices. Body, Subject, and Power in China is at once an example of
the changing face of China studies and a work of importance to the entire discipline of cultural studies.
Screening China's Soft Power Jan 27 2022 Promoting China's cultural soft power by disseminating modern Chinese values
is one of the policies of President Xi Jinping. Although, it is usually understood as a top-down initiative, implemented
willingly or unwillingly by writers, filmmakers, artists, and so on, and often manifesting itself in clumsy and awkward
ways, for example, the concept of "the Chinese dream," intended to rival and perhaps appeal more strongly than "the
American dream," modern Chinese values are in fact put forward in many ways by many different cultural actors. Through
analyses of film festivals, CCTV, Confucius Institutes, auteurs, blockbusters, reality TV, and online digital cultures,
this book exposes the limitations of China's officially promoted soft power in both conception and practice, and
proposes a pluralistic approach to understanding Chinese soft power in local, regional, and transnational contexts. As
such, the book demonstrates the limitations of existing theories of soft power, and argues that the US-derived concept
of soft power can benefit from being examined from a China perspective.
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